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Wisdom gives away the lesser to receive the greater. God is speaking clearly today to make room for the greater by
laying down or giving away the lesser. The multiple complexities of life activities are being exposed as a life consuming
wasteland that stands in the way of far greater endeavors of much more fruitful life purposes and callings of God.

Many of God’s people are overburdened with much activity on many fronts. While in their hearts they long for a more
simple life and consider escaping to some place of tranquility, if for only a few moments.

Unknowingly many of us may be missing the opportunity for the greater major work of critical value that God has for us
in this coming season.

Are we trapped by things that we feel we must have and must do for ourselves or for our children? There seems to be so
many things we should do to measure up to the current social or cultural value or status system. The need for a greater
education to get a better job to provide for the multitude of so called necessities of elevated lifestyles may be robbing us
of the truly great work that God has for us in the emerging new season of deep changes on earth.

Like Martha in the Bible, we have become a culture of people who are busy about many things. Unlike Mary we have
not chosen the greater thing of sitting at the feet of Jesus to experience the true greatness of heavenly life on earth.1

Have we missed the true meaning and purpose of the God-given and ordained life priority of SEEKING FIRST THE
KINGDOM OF GOD and His righteous way of being and doing on earth as it is in heaven?

Matthew 6:31-34: “Therefore do not worry, saying, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What shall we drink?’ or ‘What shall we
wear?’ For after all these things the Gentiles seek. For your heavenly Father knows that you need all these things. But
seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you. Therefore do not worry
about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about its own things. Sufficient for the day is its own trouble.”

Yes, like true gentiles many are busy seeking the many things of a good life and are missing the heavenly reality on earth
of His life and provision of all things added to us. Even our religion can become a list of more things for us to strive to
be and do.

Some have erroneously attempted to escape the anxiety of striving to fulfill the demands of excessive higher lifestyles by
dropping out or going into an “off grid” wilderness life. Others seek moments of peace by turning to mood altering drugs
or alcohol, and sadly today the suicide rates are the highest ever, especially among young people. Some even go to the
extreme of entering into dark ideologies that lead to attempting to destroy the cultural ways of life by taking as many
lives as they can while ending their own life.

THE YEAR OF 2020

An era of escaping the clutches of enslavement by entering into the VICTORY of GOD’S KINGDOM LIFE is upon the
earth as a consuming fire of truth, judgment and abundant life of heaven’s ways coming to earth. This is the season to
breakthrough by breaking out of the secular life of striving for supremacy among peers, to be number one over others. It
is the year of breaking into the ultimate presence of God’s kingdom reality of victorious living in all areas of Spirit and
natural abundant life.

This is the season of your life and mine to boldly proclaim and decree the word and wisdom of the kingdom of God
overtaking and overcoming the flawed logic of the devil’s substitute secular kingdom usurping attempt to rule on earth.

FALSE COUNTERFEIT KINGDOM WORLD GOVERNMENT

The world’s answer to the striving breakdown of the secular world is to establish a manmade one world government or
kingdom to rule over all nations. The goal is for a peaceful and equal good life for all through a one world governance
system that governs by dictating all matters of personal life. It is the ultimate of humanism lifting a select few human
beings to preside as king instead of God. This is an anti-Christ system that is now being forced upon the nations through
cunning manipulation of world economies and mass mind crafting through media and educational systems using mind
control technology. Through decades of devious deceptive practice in the mountains of influence much of the world is
now prepared to give their all to bring forth this godless false kingdom.

THE YEAR OF PROCLAIMING THE KINGDOM OF GOD

This is the year, the season of the era of the arising of the true kingdom of God reality to proclaim and decree the arising
of the large and increasing remnant of kingdom-minded Sons of God to release the fire of myriads of angelic host to
dissolve the false kingdom of anti-Christ and lift up the glorious kingdom of love, righteousness, peace, and JOY on
planet earth. God is with us and nothing is impossible to us as God intervenes on earth in conjunction with our speaking
forth the arising kingdom of God on earth as it is in heaven.

1 – Luke 10:38-41
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THE TIME TO DISCARD

Today is the time to get rid of much of our busyness to focus on our part of this ONE GREAT OBJECTIVE of the arising
of the supernatural God empowered establishment of King Jesus, Yeshua Messiah and His glorious kingdom of God on
earth. Abandon all unnecessary goals and objectives of our lives that do not align with our part of the one purpose of this
era. This is the time for us to cooperate with God and the powers of heaven to conquer the hearts of the people with the
pure holy love, power, and wisdom of THE REALITY OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD. The kingdom of Almighty God
Father of all in Christ Jesus Yeshua Messiah by the Holy Spirit of God is arising in the hearts and lives of the people of
God. This is the season of our part in the establishment of the kingdom of heaven ruling and reigning on earth.

FINDING OUR PART

We may not know our part until we make room in our daily lives for seeking the kingdom of God. As room is made the
Spirit of God will begin to move in our hearts with burning desires to see a certain specific part or parts of the kingdom
to come forth. This will be our personal call or direction to the goal and purpose of our continued life on earth. A vision
or thought pictures of this goal coming to pass will enter our spirit screen of imagination. Pray that picture back to God
asking Him for it, and move with the opportunities that open before you to move toward that one goal. Supernaturally,
Spirit God will begin to bring about whatever is needed across the world for that vision to be brought from the Spirit
realm into the reality of existence in this world.

The many parts given to many people across the world will all fit together, and the mosaic picture of the entire kingdom
of God ruling on earth will begin to come into being in the natural world. This is the work of God and not the works of
man. Yet God awaits our willing agreement and proclamation or appropriation of His work to bring it forth into the
world.

Great changes will shake the earth, and the atmosphere around the earth to its core as the new earth and new heavens are
formed from the ashes of the old fallen ways and world of past life. God will abide in and with us as the light of the
world. Eventually there will be no evil darkness but only the fulfilled earth to the fullness of the glory of God as a
testimony of the magnificent greatness of God to all creation for eternity.

This is all the work of God in Christ in us by the Holy Spirit. Without the reality of the life of Christ doing the work in
and through us in conjunction with myriads of Holy Angels and the full empowerment and wisdom of heaven, we are
powerless.  Without  Him we can do nothing.  With Him all  things  are  possible.  Truly Christ  in  us is  the  confident
expectation of glory in this world. All things are possible to those who believe.2

NOW WHAT IS IT THAT WE HAVE TO DO THAT IS MORE IMPORTANT!?

There is nothing more important than completing our part in restoring the earth to the rule of the kingdom of God on
earth as it is in heaven. Everything that we do in life will align with the all-inclusive goal of establishing the rule of God
on earth. All of our previous experiences will have had some part in our preparation for the major work of this season of
restoring the world to the perfect design that is God’s original creation in the Garden of Eden.

THE GREAT ESCAPE

The great escape that God has planned for you and me is the escape from the prison and the chains of the systems of this
world demanding that we conform. Throw off the system that causes us to believe that we can do nothing but strive to
have the best life possible and wait for Jesus or somebody else to do something. Our time has come. There is nothing
further to wait for God or someone else to do. All things needed are available to us now. God has done all things and is
not withholding  any good thing from us now. The love,  power,  and wisdom of all  of  heaven is  now available  to
accomplish all things now in this season.

Wake up, and believe. Stand up, and proclaim the kingdom of God. Spirit life in abundance will pour out into and upon
you, and the joy of the Lord will set the people on fire with the glorious gospel of the kingdom like never before.

We can do all things through Christ that strengthens us.3

His love never fails,
And His kingdom never ends.
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2 – Colossians 1:27; Mark 9:23
3 – Philippians 4:13
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